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CONFIDENTIAL LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION 

It gives me immense pleasure to write a recommendation for an energetic and bright student like 

Rishikesh Sonawane. I have had the opportunity to assess his work in my capacity as a Director

Research & Development at A.O. Smith India, as his supervisor for his third-year summer internship. I 

coached him in Product Manufacturing, Design & Engineering, and Consumer Market Analysis during 

his tenure. I found him immensely passionate about his studies during my association with him. I can 

vouch for his academic excellence and competence. 

Under my guidance, he was assigned to work on "Designing new products for A.O. Smith India." The 

aim of the project was to develop new designs for water heaters and water purifiers, in accordance with 

market trends and competitors. He has also redesigned a few existing products for upgraded 

technologies and to serve alternate markets. He presented the latest designs with high-quality models 

and has rendered to the company board. The project was efficiently developed using industry-leading 

software such as Solidworks, Fusion 360 & Rhino 7 for modelling designs and Key Shot, Adobe 

Dimensions for creating realistic renders and use case scenarios. He also used Adobe Illustrator and 

Photoshop for a few products' sticker designs and Shapr 3D for rapid modelling. Rishikesh's project 

work gave him a chance to gain experience in conducting product research and provided an opportunity 

to work on frontline improvements using advanced tools and be part of the industry's thrust for 

excellence. He has designed instructed product lines after conducting market and competitor research 

and presented multiple designs. His selected designs were modelled using industry-grade 3D software 

and were handed over to the engineering team for development. He prototyped designs using industrial 

prototyping methods for review. What stood out distinctly during the project was his propensity to work 

hard with undeterred focus towards meeting his goals. 

He showed excellent mathematical acumen & analytical skills during the project. As a diligent designer, 

Rishikesh interacted with me extensively during the project and took it upon himself to prepare the 

presentations, which were interestingly informative, lucid, and comprehensive. I am impressed not only 

by the hard work he put into acquiring and researching the data but also by his imaginative and 

ingenious coupling of diverse methods to allow their applications in a variety of remarkable ways. 

I very strongly recommend Mr. Rishikesh Sonawane for Graduate Studies at your university and 

suggest his candidacy as a good contender for financial assistance in the fonn of a Research or Teaching 

assistantship. I am confident he will surpass your expectations and be your institution's pride. 
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